
If you thought the September 2023 NASA satellite estimated average global temperature anomaly 
(0.90°C) was high, October topped it at 0.93°C.

But just as occurred in September, the 
estimated average global temperature based 
on Temperature.global’s real-time surface stations 
measurements reported October as no big deal 
temperature-wise, even continuing the trend of 
global cooling reported since its record began 
in January 2015.  

CLIMATE FACT CHECK: OCTOBER 2023 EDITION
The usual media tricks with a treat from Norway

https://www.drroyspencer.com/latest-global-temperatures/
https://temperature.global/


What is to be made of this discrepancy? 

As remarked in September, regardless of the data used to estimate it, “average global temperature” is 
not an actual physical metric. It is a flawed notion contrived by and for global warming alarmism. Its 
estimation is fraught with problems. We only discuss it because the alarmists do. 

Sure 2023 has been an unusual year so far. But the key question remains: Has 2023 weather been 
driven or caused by emissions? A reasonably correct answer comes, surprisingly enough, from NASA’s 
chief climate alarmist, Gavin Schmidt who told the Washington Post: “It is indeed hard to give a good 
and informed answer to why this is happening.”

We can agree with that. On to our ten climate fact checks for October.

Fact Check. Amphibian populations are affected 
by many environmental factors, including human 
encroachment and disease. But there is no evidence 
that increasing atmospheric concentrations of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) is one of them. Then there’s 
this. In 2006, “global warming” was blamed for the 
demise of the harlequin frog. 

AMPHIBIANS GOING 
EXTINCT BECAUSE OF 
CLIMATE CHANGE?  
The Washington Post reported in “Climate 
change is driving many amphibians toward 
extinction”: “A new ‘gut punch’ of a study 
shows that more than 40 percent of frogs, 
salamanders and other amphibian species 
are at risk of vanishing.”

https://junkscience.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Hottest-Days-Ever-Dont-Believe-It-WSJ.pdf
https://twitter.com/JunkScience/status/1613729518396506112
https://www.newspapers.com/image/149587828/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2023/10/04/frog-climate-amphibians-extinction/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2023/10/04/frog-climate-amphibians-extinction/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2023/10/04/frog-climate-amphibians-extinction/


But after 15 years of “global warming,” the harlequin frog was “back from the dead.” 

Fact Check. If September was “sizzling,” it’s not 
showing up in the data maintained by the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 
That data report global cooling for the 8 years from 
October 2015 through September 2023.

‘SIZZLING’ 
SEPTEMBER?   
The Associated Press reported in “September 
sizzled to records and was so much warmer 
than average scientists call it ‘mind-blowing’: 
“After a summer of record-smashing heat, 
warming somehow got even worse in 
September as Earth set a new mark for how 
far above normal temperatures were, the 
European climate agency reported Thursday.”

https://apnews.com/article/record-hot-climate-change-el-nino-copernicus-1d80d23b98efd62d20b79f83619dfb82
https://apnews.com/article/record-hot-climate-change-el-nino-copernicus-1d80d23b98efd62d20b79f83619dfb82
https://apnews.com/article/record-hot-climate-change-el-nino-copernicus-1d80d23b98efd62d20b79f83619dfb82


Fact Check. Glacial dam bursts in the Himalayas are 
not a new phenomenon. This burst seems ironically 
attributable India’s “green” energy efforts, in this case 
a controversial hydropower project.

Fact Check. Let’s see if we understand: The red 
king crab harvest was cancelled because of “climate 
change” in 2021. Two years later, presumably after 
more “climate change,” the harvest is back on? Maybe 
it wasn’t “climate change” in the first place?

Fact Check. Even the EPA acknowledges that the 
1930s summers (as measured by heat waves) were 
much “hotter” than today, despite being many 
emissions ago. Unfortunately for the New York Times, 
Hansen’s “analysis” conveniently starts in the 1950s, 
completely ignoring the 1930s.  

MELTING HIMALAYAN 
GLACIER CAUSES 
DEADLY FLOOD?  
The New York Times reported in “A 
Calamitous Flood Shows the Dangers 
Lurking in Melting Glaciers” that: “A glacial 
lake’s overflow swept away more than 100 
people in the Himalayan state of Sikkim in 
India. Climate change is aggravating the 
threat of such phenomena.”

ALASKAN KING CRAB 
HARVEST HURT BY 
CLIMATE CHANGE? 
The Associated Press reported in “Alaska 
fishermen will be allowed to harvest lucrative 
red king crab in the Bering Sea” that: “ 
Alaska fishermen will be able to harvest 
red king crab for the first time in two years, 
offering a slight reprieve to the beleaguered 
fishery beset by low numbers likely 
exacerbated by climate change.”

SUMMERS GETTING 
HOTTER?  
The New York Times reported in “It’s Not 
Your Imagination. Summers Are Getting 
Hotter” that: “To understand how summers 
have changed, [James Hansen and others] 
compared local summer temperatures over 

https://twitter.com/JunkScience/status/1710306105295777848
https://twitter.com/JunkScience/status/1710306105295777848
https://twitter.com/JunkScience/status/1710657935016092023
https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-heat-waves
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/10/06/world/asia/india-flood-sikkim-climate-change.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/10/06/world/asia/india-flood-sikkim-climate-change.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/10/06/world/asia/india-flood-sikkim-climate-change.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://apnews.com/article/alaska-bering-sea-king-crab-fishing-0914d7ed2155830ca1a6e42524dcc145
https://apnews.com/article/alaska-bering-sea-king-crab-fishing-0914d7ed2155830ca1a6e42524dcc145
https://apnews.com/article/alaska-bering-sea-king-crab-fishing-0914d7ed2155830ca1a6e42524dcc145
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/climate/extreme-summer-heat.html?searchResultPosition=7
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/climate/extreme-summer-heat.html?searchResultPosition=7
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/climate/extreme-summer-heat.html?searchResultPosition=7


land for each decade since the 1950s to the 
average summer temperature for the location 
between 1951 and 1980, their baseline period.”

Fact Check. Climate change” produced record 
pumpkins in the UK. Crop production varies from year 
to year depending on the weather and other factors. 
And weather is not “climate change.”

CLIMATE CHANGE 
HURTING PUMPKINS?   
The Associated Press reported in “How 
extreme weather in the US may have 
affected the pumpkins you picked this year 
for Halloween” that: “For some pumpkin 
growers in states like Texas, New Mexico 
and Colorado, this year’s pumpkin crop was 
a reminder of the water challenges hitting 
agriculture across the Southwest and West as 
human-caused climate change exacerbates 
drought and heat extremes.”

https://apnews.com/article/pumpkins-drought-climate-change-water-irrigation-labor-81905cc284aacf30744b2cb5dbe0a141
https://apnews.com/article/pumpkins-drought-climate-change-water-irrigation-labor-81905cc284aacf30744b2cb5dbe0a141
https://apnews.com/article/pumpkins-drought-climate-change-water-irrigation-labor-81905cc284aacf30744b2cb5dbe0a141
https://apnews.com/article/pumpkins-drought-climate-change-water-irrigation-labor-81905cc284aacf30744b2cb5dbe0a141


Fact Check. The avalanche occurred at an altitude of 
about 25,000 feet. The October temperature is about 
0°F at that altitude. So the avalanche wasn’t caused by 
warming or melting.

Fact Check. In 2022, 67% of the heat-related deaths 
in Maricopa County were drug/alcohol-related. The 
report for 2023 omitted that information. The 
Associated Press failed to ask why.

Fact Check. : Middle Tennessee was had a normal to 
cooler summer. So much for Renkl’s “wondering.

TRAGIC HIMALAYAN 
AVALANCHE CAUSED 
BY CLIMATE CHANGE? 
The Associated Press reported in “American 
mountaineer, local guide dead after 
avalanches hit Tibetan mountain. Two 
others are missing” that: “October is a 
popular time to trek the Himalayas as it’s after 
the rainy monsoon season, but experts have 
cautioned that climate change has increased 
the risk of avalanches in the region.”

SOARING HEAT 
DEATHS IN ARIZONA?  
The Associated Press reported in “The toll of 
heat deaths in the Phoenix area soars after 
the hottest summer on record” that:  
[Maricopa County] public health officials say 
the final count will surely set a new record.”

BUTTERFLIES HURT 
BY WARMING? 
New York Times columnist and climate 
alarmist Margaret Renkl wrote in “What 
Climate Change Does to My October Garden” 
that: “This year, September brought only the 
barest handful of butterflies [to my Middle 
Tennessee garden]… It’s impossible not to 
wonder if that heat had anything to do with 
the butterflies missing from my pollinator 
garden. This summer was the hottest on
record, and September followed suit… I 
know that insect reproduction is affected 
by temperature.”

https://www.mountain-forecast.com/peaks/Shisha-Pangma/forecasts/8013
https://apnews.com/article/tibet-shishapangma-avalanche-climber-dead-d9efbfeb74cc15f6bb1348d563543c44
https://apnews.com/article/tibet-shishapangma-avalanche-climber-dead-d9efbfeb74cc15f6bb1348d563543c44
https://apnews.com/article/tibet-shishapangma-avalanche-climber-dead-d9efbfeb74cc15f6bb1348d563543c44
https://apnews.com/article/tibet-shishapangma-avalanche-climber-dead-d9efbfeb74cc15f6bb1348d563543c44
https://apnews.com/article/arizona-heat-deaths-6a16664c0455f25e984e904557e8e41e
https://apnews.com/article/arizona-heat-deaths-6a16664c0455f25e984e904557e8e41e
https://apnews.com/article/arizona-heat-deaths-6a16664c0455f25e984e904557e8e41e
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/10/09/opinion/climate-butterflies-pollinator-garden.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/10/09/opinion/climate-butterflies-pollinator-garden.html


Fact Check. When World Cup Alpine skiing began 
in the 1960s, the first race was in held in January, not 
October. In any event, winter Northern Hemisphere 
snow cover has increased since the 1960s. There has 
been no significant alpine winter warming since the 
1970s. In Nov. 2021, World Cup races were cancelled 
because of too much snow.

WORLD CUP SKIING 
AFFECTED BY 
CLIMATE CHANGE?  
The Associated Press reported in “Shiffrin, 
Odermatt are favorites again as Alpine skiing 
season starts amid climate change issues” 
that: “Just a fraction of the talk in the buildup 
to this weekend’s Alpine skiing World Cup 
opening has been about who will win the 
races or if Mikaela Shiffrin and Marco 
Odermatt are going to dominate the season 
again. The main topic is whether in times of 
global warming a winter sport season should 
still start as early as October.”

This month closes out with a new report exposing the absence sound data and models in global 
warming alarmism from the Statistics Norway, the official government statistics bureau of Norway. 
The report concludes that the effect of CO2 emissions is not sufficiently strong to affect global 
temperatures in any systemic way. It’s a significant report as the Norwegian government postures 
on the alarmist side of the climate controversy. 

https://climate.rutgers.edu/snowcover/chart_seasonal.php?ui_set=nhland&ui_season=1
https://notrickszone.com/2021/04/27/alps-winter-warming-not-significant-astonishing-contrast-between-official-measurements-and-public-opinion/
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sports/national/story/2021-11-28/world-cup-super-g-called-off-in-canada-due-to-too-much-snow
https://apnews.com/article/shiffrin-odermatt-skiing-world-cup-82eabb9e211d0c1113355ce76af978db
https://apnews.com/article/shiffrin-odermatt-skiing-world-cup-82eabb9e211d0c1113355ce76af978db
https://apnews.com/article/shiffrin-odermatt-skiing-world-cup-82eabb9e211d0c1113355ce76af978db


Presented by the Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI), the Heartland Institute, Energy & Environment Legal Institute, Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow (CFACT), the 
International Climate Science Coalition (ICSC), and Truth in Energy and Climate.

You can check out the report here or this X.com thread with the highlights. BTW, there has been no 
media coverage of this landmark study.

Until next month and for more great climate fact checks from October 2023 check out:

ClimateRealism.com

• Stop Misinforming about Malaria’s Spread, Washington Post
• Media Fails to Examine Actual Data in Making “Hottest Summer Ever”
• Wrong, ABC News, Data Refutes Strengthening Hurricanes Claim
• NYT Claims Record September Temperature Indicates Accelerated Climate Change- It Doesn’t
• CBS News Peddles Climate Attribution Misinformation on Canada’s Wildfires

CO2 Coalition

• This Isn’t the First Time in Human History Our Winters Have Become Milder
• History: Cold is Horrifically Bad for Humanity
• Megadrought? What Megadrought?
• CO2 Rocks!
• Inundated Islands? The Science Says “No”

WattsUpWithThat.com

• Los Angeles Times Misrepresents California Central Valley “Weather” as “Climate”
• To Be Clear, Minnesota Public Radio, Allergies Are Manageable, Extended Growing Seasons 

Benefit Everyone
• Floods & Tornadoes in 1954 and What Caused Severe Floods in the 1950s, Sky News
• Washington Post: Climate change is the catastrophe to end all others
• Antarctica’s melting ice shelves have unleashed 7.5 TRILLION tonnes of water into the oceans 

since 1997–Daily Mail

You can check out the report here or this X.com thread with the highlights. BTW, there has been no media coverage of this landmark study.Until next month and for more great climate fact checks from October 2023 check out:ClimateRealism.com•	Stop Misinforming about Malaria’s Spread, Washington Post•	Media Fails to Examine Actual Data in Making “Hottest Summer Ever”•	Wrong, ABC News, Data Refutes Strengthening Hurricanes Claim•	NYT Claims Record September Temperature Indicates Accelerated Climate Change- It Doesn’t•	CBS News Peddles Climate Attribution Misinformation on Canada’s WildfiresCO2 Coalition•	This Isn’t the First Time in Human History Our Winters Have Become Milder•	History: Cold is Horrifically Bad for Humanity•	Megadrought? What Megadrought?•	CO2 Rocks!•	Inundated Islands? The Science Says “No”WattsUpWithThat.com•	Los Angeles Times Misrepresents California Central Valley “Weather” as “Climate”•	To Be Clear, Minnesota Public Radio, Allergies Are Manageable, Extended Growing Seasons Benefit Everyone•	Floods & Tornadoes in 1954 and What Caused Severe Floods in the 1950s, Sky News•	Washington Post: Climate change is the catastrophe to end all others•	Antarctica’s melting ice shelves have unleashed 7.5 TRILLION tonnes of water into the oceans since 1997–Daily Mail
https://twitter.com/JunkScience/status/1715738534563221992
https://climaterealism.com/
https://climaterealism.com/2023/10/stop-misinforming-about-malarias-spread-washington-post/
https://climaterealism.com/2023/10/media-fails-to-examine-actual-data-in-making-hottest-summer-ever-claims/
https://climaterealism.com/2023/10/wrong-abc-news-data-refutes-strengthening-hurricanes-claim/
https://climaterealism.com/2023/10/nyt-claims-record-september-temperature-indicates-accelerated-climate-change-it-doesnt/
https://climaterealism.com/2023/09/cbs-news-peddles-climate-attribution-misinformation-on-canadas-wildfires/
https://co2coalition.org/
https://co2coalition.org/2023/10/31/this-isnt-the-first-time-in-human-history-our-winters-have-become-milder/
https://co2coalition.org/2023/10/25/history-cold-is-horrifically-bad-for-humanity/
https://co2coalition.org/2023/10/11/megadrought-what-megadrought/
https://co2coalition.org/2023/10/31/co2-rocks/
https://co2coalition.org/2023/09/20/inundated-islands-the-science-says-no/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2023/10/28/los-angeles-times-misrepresents-california-central-valley-weather-as-climate/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2023/10/27/to-be-clear-minnesota-public-radio-allergies-are-manageable-extended-growing-seasons-benefit-everyone/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2023/10/27/to-be-clear-minnesota-public-radio-allergies-are-manageable-extended-growing-seasons-benefit-everyone/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2023/10/24/floods-tornadoes-in-1954-and-what-caused-severe-floods-in-the-1950ss-sky-news/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2023/10/17/washington-post-climate-change-is-the-catastrophe-to-end-all-others/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2023/10/14/antarcticas-melting-ice-shelves-have-unleashed-7-5-trillion-tonnes-of-water-into-the-oceans-since-1997-daily-mail/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2023/10/14/antarcticas-melting-ice-shelves-have-unleashed-7-5-trillion-tonnes-of-water-into-the-oceans-since-1997-daily-mail/

